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Lucy Antal 

I've been asked by a community grower who want to start selling their surplus how to price it 

- would this help them? 

Yes it could.  It would use our pricing as a guide.  This is retail price so if selling a lot in bulk 

they might want to think about this, and also is it grown to organic standards (ie without 

nasty fert and pesicides).  The other place to look is our Growing Enterprise Guide. 

Amber Wheeler 

Can you input data in retrospect e.g. yield data we have for last 3 yrs 

Not as standard but this could be set up. Because we extract and analyse we like to leave 

the data historically.  You can back input within a year. 

Sacha Workman from Holywood 

What about people outside a sustainable city area? 

Not linked directly to SFC but we are asking for a lead organisation in an area.  If you do not 

have one then still worth expressing interest so we can see demand. 

Sacha Workman from Holywood 

I mean can we get the app for say Northern Ireland which is only a population of a small 

british city and correspondingly small amount of community gardens 

Yes! 

Peter Samsom from Durham 

Surely the main issue for roll-out is the size of the map? 

Yes and no – there are ways around this.  The more gardens makes it crowded but it just 

means to see all the gardens you are not zoomed in.  

Lucy Antal 

I’m back! Question, sorry if it was stated whilst I was off line - is the cost per garden or 

payable only by the partner collating the info? 

http://www.sustainweb.org/publications/growing_enterprise_guide/?section=


    
The model we have at the moment is that the charge is for the area – not by the garden.  We 

could look at setting up an individual charge per garden a bit further down the line when we 

have a critical map of ‘areas’. 

Lucie Taylor 

When helping to increase yields do you have a good supply of growing skills? 

Not clear on what is being asked.  We have provided training and materials to a group of 20 

gardens to help increase yields.  Would like to do more of this! 

Peter Samsom from Durham 

Have you got any information on the time people spend weighing the produce they've 

grown? 

Depends on how much you yield but Julie spends about 0.5 hour per month entering, and 

has  system where she weighs as soon as she harvests. 

Amber Wheeler 

Could & would you put in an indicator on contibution to 5 a day. e.g. 5 a day per person per 

year is 0.146t. So 380t for London would feed 2,603 people with 5 a day for year. 

Great idea – lets talk! 

Lucie Taylor 

Clearly the weight fo some veg skews the results a bit? 

The weight is an actual.  We present it as the hard data and then we convert into more 

meaningful things like value, which is variable depending on pricing.   When working out 5 a 

day we adjusted for heavy items that didn’t correlate to 5 a day – like squashes.  

Peter Samsom from Durham 

What would we need to do if we wanted to use the harvestometer across the whole of 

County Durham? 

Talk to us! sarah@sustainweb.org  

Annick Laroque 

What kind of individual project costs would it incur to join? 

Not currently calculated and depends on demand. 

Amber Wheeler 

I would like to work with you on 5 a day indicator as I have been doing research on it. 

mailto:sarah@sustainweb.org


    
Great. 

Lucy Antal 

Can we add the tool to an existing website? 

Not sure this is possible.  We manage the data and systems.  Perhaps an element could be 

embedded.  We could also possibly license it but not sure from IT perspective.  

Lucie Taylor 

Have you presented this to funders and received money as a result? good evidence 

Not personally but we heard of people using in bids – but hard to tell if that is the reason they 

get the money.  


